The invention provides a substrate bearing a low-maintenance coating. The coating includes two films: a first film comprising silica (e.g., silicon dioxide) and a second film comprising titania (e.g., titanium dioxide). Preferably, both films are provided within particular thickness ranges. The invention also provides methods of depositing such coatings.
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LOW-MAINTENANCE COATINGS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides thin film coatings for glass sheets and other substrates. More particularly, the invention provides thin film coatings including a thin photocatalytic film, such as titania, deposited over a thin base layer, such as silica. The invention also provides methods of depositing such coatings onto glass sheets and other substrates.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

For many years, it has been known that titanium dioxide can be used as a photocatalyst. A great deal of research has been done with a view toward providing photocatalytic coatings that have self-cleaning properties. The pursuit of self-cleaning photocatalytic window coatings, in particular, has been an active field of exploration. Such coatings typically involve a titanium dioxide layer carried by a glass pane. These coatings are commonly provided with a relatively thick layer of titanium dioxide and/or a specific under-layer system designed for achieving high levels of photoactivity. Thick titanium dioxide layers, unfortunately, produce high levels of visible reflectance, thus creating a somewhat mirror-like appearance. This high visible reflection tends to exaggerate the appearance of dirt on a window. Further, known under-layer systems commonly teach that specific materials and crystal structures must be used for the under-layer film(s) to achieve acceptable photoactivity levels. Moreover, many photocatalytic coating systems teach that heating is required during or after film deposition to achieve acceptable levels of photoactivity.

Known photocatalytic coatings also tend to have properties that are less than ideal for applications in which the coatings are used on windows. As noted above, the visible reflectance of many known photocatalytic coatings is unacceptably high. Moreover, the reflected colors of these coatings tend not to be ideal. Further, some of these coatings have particularly high surface roughness, as they are designed to have large surface areas that facilitate high photoactivity levels. These rough coatings, unfortunately, tend to be quite vulnerable to being abraded. They are also particularly susceptible to taking on and stubbornly retaining dirt and other contaminants, due to their high surface roughness.

Finally, with many recent photocatalytic coatings (e.g., those in which complex under-
layer systems are used to maximize photoactivity), it is unclear whether these coatings will exhibit the longevity (e.g., in-field durability over time) that is required for number-one-surface coatings.

The present invention provides low-maintenance coatings that offer exceptional durability, exceptional optical properties, reliable production processes, and surprising cleanliness/maintenance properties.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

In certain embodiments, the invention provides a low-maintenance coating on a glass sheet. The low-maintenance coating comprises a first film positioned directly over a first major surface of the glass sheet and a second film positioned directly over the first film. In various embodiments of the present invention, the first film includes a thin base film, (e.g. silica) that has a thickness of less than about 300 angstroms, alternatively less than about 150 angstroms, and further alternatively between about 70 angstroms and about 120 angstroms. The second film in various embodiments of the present invention includes a thin photocatalytic film (e.g. titania) that has a thickness of less than about 300 angstroms, alternatively less than about 150 angstroms, and further alternatively between about 30 angstroms and about 120 angstroms.

In other embodiments, the invention provides a method of depositing a low-maintenance coating. The method comprises depositing a low-maintenance coating on a glass sheet by depositing first film directly over a first major surface of the glass sheet and then depositing a second film directly over the first film. In one embodiment of the present invention, the first film comprises silica and is deposited at a thickness of between about 70 angstroms and about 120 angstroms. The second film comprises titania and is deposited at a thickness of between about 30 angstroms and about 120 angstroms. In some of these embodiments, both films are deposited by sputtering, preferably while maintaining the substrate at a low temperature (e.g., less than about 250 degrees Celsius, and preferably less than 200 degrees Celsius).
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a partially broken-away schematic cross-sectional side view of a substrate bearing a low-maintenance coating in accordance with certain embodiments of the invention;

Figure 2 is a partially broken-away perspective view of a window pane bearing a low-maintenance coating, the pane is mounted in an exterior wall of a building in accordance with certain embodiments of the invention; and

Figure 3 is a schematic side end view of a sputtering chamber that is adapted for use in certain methods of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The following detailed description is to be read with reference to the drawings, in which like elements in different drawings have like reference numerals. The drawings, which are not necessarily to scale, depict selected embodiments and are not intended to limit the scope of the invention. Skilled artisans will recognize that the given examples have many alternatives that fall within the scope of the invention.

In certain embodiments, the invention provides a substrate 10 bearing a low-maintenance coating 40. A variety of substrates are suitable for use in the invention. Preferably, the substrate 10 is a sheet-like substrate having generally or substantially opposed first 12 and second 14 major surfaces. In many embodiments, the substrate is a sheet of transparent material (i.e., a transparent sheet). The substrate, however, is not required to be transparent. For most applications, though, the substrate will comprise a transparent (or at least translucent) material, such as glass or clear plastic. For example, the substrate 10 is a glass sheet (e.g., a window pane) in preferred embodiments. A variety of known glass types can be used, and soda-lime glass is preferred.

Substrates of various sizes can be used in the present invention. Commonly, large-area substrates are used. Certain embodiments involve a substrate 10 having a width of at least about .5 meter, preferably at least about 1 meter, perhaps more preferably at least about 1.5 meters (e.g., between about 2 meters and about 4 meters), and in some cases at least about 3 meters.
Substrates of various thicknesses can be used in the present invention. Commonly, substrates (e.g., glass sheets) having a thickness of about 1-5 mm are used. Certain embodiments involve a substrate 10 with a thickness of between about 2.3 mm and about 4.8 mm, and perhaps more preferably between about 2.5 mm and about 4.8 mm. In some cases, a sheet of glass (e.g., soda-lime glass) with a thickness of about 3 mm will be used.

In certain embodiments, the invention provides a substrate 10 bearing a low-maintenance coating 40. The coating 40 is preferably deposited over (e.g., over an entirety of) a major surface 12 of the substrate 10. The low-maintenance coating 40 includes two films: (1) a first film 30 deposited over a major surface 12 of the substrate 10; and (2) a second film 50 deposited over the first film 30.

In various embodiments of the present invention, the first film 30 includes a base film, such as silica (e.g., silicon dioxide), and desirably is deposited directly over the substrate 10 (e.g., directly over a major surface 12 of the substrate). This film preferably consists of, or consists essentially of, silicon dioxide. The silica in the first film 30, however, can include small amounts of an electrically-conductive material, such as aluminum, which may be oxidized in the film 30. For example, this film 30 can be deposited by sputtering a silicon-containing target that includes a small amount of aluminum or another metal that enhances the electrical conductivity of the target. The first film 30 (an entire thickness of which may consist essentially of silica) desirably has (e.g., is deposited at) a physical thickness of less than about 300 angstroms, alternatively less than about 150 angstroms (e.g., between about 40 angstroms and about 150 angstroms), and further alternatively about 70 angstroms and about 120 angstroms. These incredibly small thicknesses facilitate a surprisingly array of exceptional properties in the present coating.

The coating 40 includes a second film 50 that includes a photocatalytic film, such as titania, and desirably is deposited directly over the first film 30. It is noted that one or more photocatalytic materials may be used in embodiments of the present invention including but not limited to oxides of titanium, iron, silver, copper, tungsten, aluminum, zinc, strontium, palladium, gold, platinum, nickel, cobalt and combinations thereof. In preferred embodiments, this film 50 consists of, or consists essentially of, titanium dioxide. In some embodiments though, the second film 50 consists of, or consists
essentially of, substoichiometric titanium oxide (TiO\textsubscript{x}, where x is less than 2). The second film 50 (an entire thickness of which may consist essentially of titania) desirably has (e.g., is deposited at) a physical thickness of less than about 300 angstroms, alternatively less than about 150 angstroms (e.g., between about 30 angstroms and about 150 angstroms), and further alternatively between about 30 angstroms and about 120 angstroms. It has been discovered that the second film 50 when provided at these incredibly small thicknesses, particularly when consisting essentially of titanium oxide and provided in combination with a first film consisting essentially of silicon dioxide at the noted thicknesses, provides unexpected maintenance properties (including exceptional characteristics in terms of taking on limited amounts of dirt and other contaminants and providing easy removal of those contaminants that do accumulate on the coating), while at the same time achieving exceptionally low visible reflection, neutral color, and exceptional durability. Moreover, in preferred embodiments, the second film is a sputtered film deposited at low temperatures (e.g., sputter deposited while maintaining the substrate at less than about 250 degrees Celsius and preferably less than 200 degrees Celsius), and it is especially surprising that a sputtered film of this nature exhibits such exceptional low-maintenance properties.

Certain particular embodiments provide a substrate 10 (e.g., a glass sheet) having a first major surface 12 directly over which is deposited a first film 30 consisting essentially of silica (e.g., SiO\textsubscript{2}) at a thickness of between about 70 angstroms and about 120 angstroms, wherein a second film 50 consisting essentially of titania (e.g., TiO\textsubscript{2}) is deposited directly over the first film 30 at a thickness of between about 30 angstroms and about 300 angstroms. In some preferred embodiments of this nature, the first film 30 has a thickness of between about 70 angstroms and about 120 angstroms, perhaps optimally about 100 angstroms, while the second film 50 has a thickness of between about 30 angstroms and about 120 angstroms, perhaps optimally about 100 angstroms.

In a further embodiment, the thickness of the second film 50 is less than 100 angstroms (and optionally less than about 80 angstroms) but greater than about 30 angstroms, while the first film 30 has a thickness of less than about 300 angstroms (and optionally less than about 100 angstroms) but greater than about 30 angstroms. In some cases of this nature, the first film consists essentially of silica while the second film consists essentially of titania.
In the present coating 40, the second film 50 desirably is the outermost film of the coating. Conventional wisdom in the art would suggest that the thin nature of the present coating 40 would not have enough photoactivity to give desirable self-cleaning properties, especially for embodiments where the second film 50 is sputtered, particularly while maintaining the substrate at a low temperature. Surprisingly, though, the present coating is incredibly effective in keeping windows (e.g., monolithic panes or IG units) free of the particular contaminants that build up on windows during the course of routine production. The present coatings also exhibit advantageous water-sheeting properties, while at the same time having exceptional optical properties and durability.

In Figure 3, the illustrated substrate 10 is provided with two coatings: the low-maintenance coating 40 on the first surface 12 of the substrate and a low-emissivity coating 80 on the second surface 14 of the substrate. It is noted that, alternatively, in an insulating glass unit, the low-emissivity coating 80 may be positioned on the third surface of the insulated glass unit (the third surface is considered the surface of the second, e.g., inboard, pane that is exposed to the between-pane space of the insulated glass unit). The low-emissivity coating 80 is optional. When provided, any desired low-emissivity coating can be used. Suitable examples of a low-emissivity coating are described in U.S. patent application 09/728,435, entitled “Haze-Resistant Transparent Film Stacks”, the entire teachings of which are incorporated herein by reference.

With reference to Figure 2, the low-maintenance coating 40 is preferably on the “first” surface of a window. This can be appreciated with reference to Figure 2, which exemplifies embodiments wherein the substrate 10 (which may be a glass pane) is a window pane that is mounted on a window frame 95 (e.g., in an exterior wall 98 of a building 99). In certain applications, the coated first surface (i.e., the surface 12 on which the coating 40 is provided) of such a window will be exposed to an outdoor environment (e.g., such that the coating 40 will be in periodic contact with rain). In another embodiment, the low-maintenance coating is applied to the “fourth” surface of a window (e.g., the #4 surface of a double-pane window unit), optionally in addition to providing the low-maintenance coating 40 on the first surface of the same window. Further, in monolithic windows, the low-maintenance coating 40 can be provided on only the #1 surface, on only the #2 surface, or on both the #1 and #2 surfaces.
The invention also provides methods for producing coated substrates. These methods involve depositing a low-maintenance coating 40 (i.e., by depositing each film 30, 50 of any embodiment described above) upon a substrate 10. As noted above, the low-maintenance coating includes two films. These films 30, 50 can be deposited by a variety of well known coating techniques. In certain particularly preferred embodiments, the coating 40 (or at least the second film 50) is deposited by sputtering, preferably at a low temperature (e.g., while maintaining the substrate at below about 250 degrees Celsius, and more preferably below 200 degrees Celsius). However, other coating techniques, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD), plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition, and pyrolytic deposition can be used. Various embodiments of the coating 40 have been described, and the present methods involve depositing any of the described coating embodiments by any thin film deposition method, with sputtering being preferred, though not required, for at least the second film 50 and preferably for the whole coating 40.

Sputtering is well known in the present art. Figure 3 depicts an exemplary magnetron sputtering chamber 200. Magnetron sputtering chambers and related equipment are commercially available from a variety of sources (e.g., Leybold). Useful magnetron sputtering techniques and equipment are described in U.S. Patent 4,166,018, issued to Chapin, the entire teachings of which are incorporated herein by reference.

In preferred embodiments, the invention provides methods of producing a coated substrate by sputter depositing onto the substrate each film of any above-described coating embodiment. Preferably, the sputtering of the coating 40 (or at least the sputtering of the second film 50) is carried out while maintaining the substrate at a temperature of less than about 250 degrees Celsius, and more preferably less than 200 degrees Celsius (e.g., without heating the substrate).

In favored methods of the invention, the low-maintenance coating 40 is applied to a substrate 10 in a multiple-chamber sputtering line. Sputtering lines are well known in the present art. A typical sputtering line includes a series of sputtering chambers aligned and connected such that a sheet-like substrate can be passed from one chamber to the next by conveying the substrate horizontally over spaced-apart transport rollers 210 in each of the chambers (the rollers form a continuous path of substrate travel P through the sputtering line). The substrate is typically conveyed at speeds of between about 100-500 inches per minute.
In one particular method, the substrate 10 is positioned at the inlet of the sputtering line and conveyed to a desired coat zone. This coat zone is provided with three cathodes that are adapted to deposit the first film 30. In more detail, each of these cathodes comprises a silicon sputtering target. The silicon targets in this coat zone are sputtered in an oxidizing atmosphere to deposit a silicon dioxide film directly upon the first major surface 12 of the substrate. This atmosphere may consist essentially of oxygen (e.g., about 100% O₂). Alternatively, this atmosphere may comprise Ar/O₂ (e.g., oxygen and up to about 40% argon). A power of about 38 kW is applied to the first cathode, while a power of about 38 kW is applied to the second cathode, and a power of about 38 kW is applied to the third cathode. The substrate 10 is conveyed beneath all three of these targets at a rate of about 200 inches per minute, while sputtering each of these targets at the noted power level, such that a silicon dioxide film is applied at a thickness of about 100Å. As noted above, each silicon target may include some aluminum or another material to enhance the conductivity of the target.

The thus coated substrate is then conveyed into a subsequent coat zone. In this zone, three cathodes are used to deposit the second film 50. Each of these three cathodes comprises a titanium sputtering target. The titanium targets in this coat zone are sputtered in an oxidizing atmosphere to deposit a titanium dioxide film directly upon the first film 30. This atmosphere may consist essentially of oxygen. Alternatively, this atmosphere may comprise Ar/O₂. A power of about 43 kW is applied to the first cathode, a power of about 43 kW is applied to the second cathode, and a power of about 43 kW is applied to the third cathode. The substrate 10 is conveyed beneath all three of these targets at a rate of about 200 inches per minute, while sputtering each of these targets at the noted power level, such that a titanium dioxide film is applied at a thickness of about 100Å. This titanium dioxide forms the outermost portion (and is exposed) of the coating 40 in the present embodiment.

In the method just described, it is to be appreciated that the second major surface 14 of the substrate 10 may previously have been, or may subsequently be, coated with an optional low-emissivity coating 80. For instance, the coat zones just described for use in depositing the first 30 and second 50 films can be a sputter-up coat zones located toward the end of a sputtering line that includes a relatively large number of preceding sputter-down coat zones in which the optional low-emissivity coating 80 may have been applied.
Particularly useful sputter-up/sputter-down methods and equipment are described in U.S. patent application 09/868,542, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described, it should be understood that numerous changes, adaptations, and modifications can be made therein without departing from the spirit of the invention and the scope of the appended claims.
THE EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION IN WHICH AN EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OR PRIVILEGE IS CLAIMED ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:

1. A method of depositing a low-maintenance coating, the method comprising depositing a low-maintenance coating on a glass sheet, wherein a first film is sputter deposited directly over a first major surface of the glass sheet and a second film is sputter deposited directly over the first film, wherein the first film comprises a base film and is deposited at a thickness of less than 100 angstroms, and wherein the second film comprises a photocatalytic film and is deposited at a thickness of less than about 150 angstroms, the glass sheet being maintained at a temperature of less than about 250 degrees Celsius during deposition of both the first and second films.

2. The method of depositing a low-maintenance coating of claim 1 wherein the base film comprises silica.

3. The method of depositing a low-maintenance coating of claim 1 wherein the photocatalytic film comprises titania.

4. The method of depositing a low-maintenance coating of claim 1 wherein the thickness at which the second film is deposited is between about 30 angstroms and about 120 angstroms.

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising mounting the glass sheet in a window frame, such that the coated first major surface is exposed to an outdoor environment and is in periodic contact with rain.
6. The method of claim 1 wherein the first film is deposited as film consisting essentially of silica and the second film is deposited as film consisting essentially of titania.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the silica is deposited as silicon dioxide, and the titania is deposited as titanium dioxide or substoichiometric titanium oxide.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the glass sheet is maintained at a temperature of less than 200 degrees Celsius during deposition of both the first and second films.

9. A low-maintenance coating on a glass sheet, the coating comprising a first film positioned directly over a first major surface of the glass sheet and a second film positioned directly over the first film, wherein the first film includes a base film and has a thickness of less than 100 angstroms, and wherein the second film includes a photocatalytic film and has a thickness of less than about 150 angstroms, both the first and second films being sputtered films deposited at less than about 250 degrees Celsius.

10. The low-maintenance coating of claim 9 wherein the base film comprises silica.

11. The low-maintenance coating of claim 9 wherein the photocatalytic film comprises titania.

12. The low-maintenance coating of claim 9 wherein the thickness of the second film is between about 30 angstroms and about 120 angstroms.

13. The low-maintenance coating of claim 9 wherein the thickness of the second film is between about 30 angstroms and about 80 angstroms.
14. The low-maintenance coating of claim 9 wherein the glass sheet is a window pane mounted in a window frame, and wherein the coated first major surface is exposed to an outdoor environment.

15. The low-maintenance coating of claim 14 wherein the coated first major surface is in periodic contact with rain.

16. The low-maintenance coating of claim 9 wherein the first film consists essentially of silica and the second film consists essentially of titania.

17. The low-maintenance coating of claim 16 wherein the silica is silicon dioxide, and the titania is titanium dioxide or substoichiometric titanium oxide.

18. The low-maintenance coating of claim 9 wherein the glass sheet has a width of at least 0.5 meter.

19. The low-maintenance coating of claim 9 wherein the glass sheet has a width of at least about 1.5 meters.
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